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Staircase type:
Dog-leg landing staircase

Decors:
Toscana Oak - decor-no.: 1246

Staircase renovation in old buildings
Private house

A young family fulfils its dream of owning a home and acquires 
a 1960s property. The modernisation of the living area requi-
res extensive renovation work. At the top of the to-do list is the 
outdated and uninviting entrance hall and stairwell. The aim is 
to create a new and original style of living through the use of 
natural wood decor and bright colours.

The existing wooden banister on the staircase with its charac-
teristic panels is preserved, while the stringers, in-fill, and the 
new risers shine in modern white. The selected Toscana oak 
staircase decor looks particularly authentic with its branches. 
The reconditioned banister handrail completes the harmonious 
overall impression.

The advantages at a glance:

- Anti-slip surface R10 over the entire staircase

- Authentic wood look, tangible structures

- Individual colour combinations possible for treads and risers

CPL step elements
trenovo impressions

Impressions:
Before After

The slip resistance of the material, in standard R10, ensures a 
high level of slip safety and minimises the risk of falling, especi-
ally for children and the elderly.
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Product used: Toscana Oak

Watch our video on YouTube!

Just search for : „trenovo“
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Decors:
Highland Oak - decor-no.: 1120

Staircase - old building refurbishment
Private house

It‘s wonderful being at home within our own four walls, especi-
ally when we can make the interior decoration match our own 
wishes and needs. It creates a very special feel-good atmosphe-
re, which can be wonderfully relaxing to be in.

In a major renovation, the warm wooden character of the High-
land oak decor replaced cool and uncomfortable tile flooring 
from the 1970s. For a smooth transition between the staircase 
and living area, the floor is laid identically on both floors. The 
staircase now blends in harmoniously with the new style of 
living. The practical wiping strip provides a visually perfect wall 
finish. Decorative side panels hide the last visible parts of the old 
staircase and round off the look of the new gem of a staircase.

The advantages at a glance:

- Decoratively and structurally consistent for all stair 
 components as far as the floor

- Protection of walls in case of wet stair cleaning with 
 side wiping strip

- Step front edge proportional to the step height

- Modern warm decor creates a pleasant atmosphere

Staircase type:
Single-flight L-shaped staircase

Wiping strip / wall strip 
(with surrounding matching ABS edge strip 700 x 200 x 8 mm)

- Protects the walls in the stairwell

- Facilitates cleaning and care

- Visually perfect wall finish

- Available in all trenovo homeline decors

This product is available in all our homeline decors.
With the trenovo wiping and wall strip you get a perfect wall finish.

CPL step elements
trenovo impressions
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Product used: Highland Oak
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Decors:
Basalt dark - decor-no.: 1171

Staircase renovation in old buildings
Privat house

Modern and new was the wish of the young couple when they 
started planning the renovation of the stairs for their new home. 
Modern yes, but not new, is the solution of our staircase speci-
alists!

Thanks to the trenovo staircase system for renovation and new 
construction, the extremely expensive purchase of a new stair-
case is simply no longer necessary.

The puristic decor Basalt dark with its colour shades fits perfec-
tly into a modern interior design. Due to the use of a decor-iden-
tical privacy screen, nothing reminds you of the former unsightly 
wooden staircase.

The advantages at a glance:
- The trenovo staircase system offers 100% decoration and 
 structure uniformity for every available component

- Step depths from 48 mm for a discreet staircase exit up to 
 the 690 mm deep corner step give you unlimited possibilities

- Extensive accessories such as LED light complete the range

Staircase type:
2x quarter-turned stairs

Structurally identical elements such as cheek panels and their 
covers complete the uniform appearance.
In addition to the optical effect, the installation of LED lamps also 
ensures greater safety when climbing stairs.

CPL step elements
trenovo impressions
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Verwendetes Produkt: Wenge

11

Product used: Basalt dark
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Laminate skirting

Side panel for
open steps

Small corner fillet for open
rises or other cutting edges

Color identical sillicone

Corner fillet for the step bottom and installation aid

Stabilisation profile and installation glue

Riser in 5 lengths

Steps in 5 lengths
and 4 depths

LED-board

Grand corner fifillet for hiding the wall strings

LED-stainless steel spot

Landing step with UNICLIC

staircase system - CPL

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements of laminate norn EN 13329

*in residential areas

Resistant
against 

cigarette
burn

Wear
resistant

Impact
resistant

Emission
Class E 1

Coulour-
fast

Stain
resistant

Resistant to
household
chemicals

Suitable for
use on underfloor

heating
(warm water

systems)

Anti-slip
surface R10

Wiping strip
Wall strip

Landing laminate with UNICLIC

U-profile for outer skirting

Stringer 
board
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decors

Concrete light - decor-no.: 1172

Toscana Oak - decor-no.: 1246

Basalt dark - decor-no.: 1171

Highland Oak - decor-no.: 1120

Polar Oak - decor-no.: 1241

Beech - decor-no.: 0883

Provence Oak - decor-no.: 1240

Smoke Oak - decor-no.: 1121Savanna Oak - decor-no.: 1243

Jura Oak - decor-no.: 1244

Liguria Oak - decor-no.: 1242

Terra Oak - decor-no.: 1245

wood reproductions

U-profile for outer skirting

concrete reproductions
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Homeline block steps

Who does not know them, the single stile/two stile or saddled 
stairs that came on the stair market in the 70s and 80s.
These steps are produced in the usual “trenovo homeline” quali-
ty with authentic surfaces according to your specifications. This 
allows you to adapt the stairs to their individual ideas and the 
current living ambience.
The custom-made block steps have a circumferential ABS edge, 
where you can choose between end-grain wood or longitudinal 
wood look.
Depending on your requirements, we offer the steps in 40 mm 
and 65 mm thickness. Decoratively identical accessories, such 
as laminate flooring for adjoining corridor areas, round off the 
range.

Block steps
trenovo impressions
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Product used: Toscana Oak
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Product used: Provence Oak
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Product used: Provence Oak
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Product used: Highland Oak
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Product used: Basalt dark
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The system - block step

Homeline block step

Precisely according to your templates or electronic data, we 
manufacture the complete steps in an assembly-friendly man-
ner. It does not matter whether it is a straight or a drawn step. 
Whether corner cut-out or rounding. All components are ready 
for assembly, from the staircase entrance to the landing to the 
stair exit.

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements of laminate norn EN 13329

*in residential areas

Resistant
against 

cigarette
burn

Impact
resistant

Emission
Class E 1

Coulour-
fast

Stain
resistant

Resistant to
household
chemicals

Anti-slip
surface R10
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decors

Toscana Oak - decor-no.: 1246

Highland Oak - decor-no.: 1120

Polar Oak - decor-no.: 1241

Provence Oak - decor-no.: 1240

Smoke Oak - decor-no.: 1121

Jura Oak - decor-no.: 1244

Concrete light - decor-no.: 1172Basalt dark - decor-no.: 1171

wood reproductions
concrete reproductions
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Homeline Solution

Homeline Solution by trenovo sets new standards in the 
field of stair renovation.

Leading national and international flooring manufacturers have 
been using this innovative surface in their flooring collection for 
quite some time.

We as a manufacturer follow this market penetrating 
trend!

Sustainability and healthy building are becoming increasingly 
important. The Homeline Solution surface covering is free of PVC 
multi-layer composite, the surface is extremely hard-wearing, 
robust and easy to clean.

Thanks to the multi-layer composite, trenovo step coverings 
are both elastic and warm to the feet. This increases walking 
comfort on the stairs, the adjacent corridor areas and ensures 
quiet and better acoustics in the staircase area. The slip-re-
sistant surface provides a pleasant and safe walking feeling.

The 3D-effect of the decor gives the surface a deep and distinct 
decorative sharpness. As a result, it comes very close to natu-
ral materials such as wood and cement and looks absolutely 
authentic.

healthy living
harmless to health, because free from PVC, chlo-
rine and plasticizers

easy on the joints
thanks to elastic surface

silent
high-quality materials reduce room and impact 
sound

warm to the feet
pleasantly warm and comfortable for an optimal 
walk feeling

hard-wearing
because of multi-layer-composite

easy-care
dirt-resistant, easy and quick to clean

Solution step elements
trenovo impressions

NEW

this design underlines the elegance and liveliness of concre-
te as a building material

the wood decors impress with their special aesthetics and 
night-time appearance

antistatic 
no unpleasant surprises or electrostatic 
discharges
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Product used: Sand Oak
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Product used: Country house Oak
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Product used: Country house Oak
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Product used: Concrete grey
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Product used: Concrete grey
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Product used: Concrete grey
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AFL laminate skirting

Side panel for
open steps

Small corner fillet for open
rises or other cutting edges

Color identical sillicone

Corner fillet for the step bottom and installation aid

Stabilisation profile and installation glue

Riser in 5 lengths

Steps in 5 lengths
and 4 depths

LED-board

Grand corner fillet for hiding the wall strings

LED-stainless steel spot

Landing step with UNICLIC

staircase system - solution

Living rooms
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas with
general use

Traffic category All trenovo homeline staircases meet the requirements norm EN 16511

*in residential areas

impact 
sound

Impact
resistant

Resistant
against 
impact 
stress

Coulour-
fast

Stain
resistant

Suitable for
use on 

underfloor
heating

(warm water
systems)

Anti-slip
surface R10

Wiping strip
Wall strip

Landing laminate with UNICLIC

U-profile for outer skirting

Stringer 
board
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decors

Castle oak - decor-no.: 1320 Fjord Oak - decor-no.: 1317

Sand Oak - decor-no.: 1316

Concrete grey - decor-no.: 1319 Concrete anthracite - decor-no.: 1318

Country house Oak - decor-no.: 1321

trend-front edge TF design-front edge DF

wood reproductions
concrete reproductions
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accessories

Laminate strip 16 / 50 and AFL 19 / 60
The ideal solution for landing or areas in which you are laying 
laminate floors with an identical decor to the staircase. The under-
stated, high-quality look gives you an attractive wall termination.

Size: 16 x 50 x 2700 mm – 19 x 60 x 2700 mm

U-profile 8/68 and 8/83
You can use U-profiles to give open staircases a finish that`s iden-
tical to the décor at the back, but these strips can also be used to 
cover strings in no time at all.

Size: 8 x 68 x 2700 mm
Size: 8 x 83 x 2700 mm

Wiping strip / wall strip
(with surrounding matching ABS edge strip)
This product is available in all our homeline decors. With the tre-
novo wiping and wall strip you get a perfect wall finish. From the 
200 x 700 format cut 2 wiping strips.

Size: 8 x 200 x 700 mm

68

8

50

16

700

200

45

22

Side panel 
The side panel with precision milled grooves can be used on both 
sides - the perfect solution for the side closure of the open step. 
For the cut edge of the risers of the risers use the WL 8 x 20

Size: 10 x 70 x 500 mm

70

10

Stringboard (MDF)
An ideal solution for covering the string using a stringboard iden-
tical to the décor. Highly abrasion-resistant, scratch-resistant and 
wear-resistant, to give you an attractive solution that keeps its 
value.

Size: 8 x 410 x 2800 mm

410

8

First step
A perfectly finished first step is an eye catcher and at the same 
time extremely difficult to achieve. The precise prefabricated ele-
ments give you a high-quality and elegant appearance.

Size: Pentagonal 350 x 160 x 200 mm

350

16050

LED angle strip 22 /45
Identical to the angle strip 22 /45 in terms of profile, this strip 
delivers a decisive advantage: using the pre-made milling groo-
ve enables the LED staircase lightning to be integrated so that it 
cannot be seen.

Size: 22 x 45 x 2700 mm

Wood reproductions

83

8

60

19
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Corner fillet 8 /20
The “small” corner fillet is the ideal solution to cover lateral 
cutting edges and open stairs.

Size: 8 x 20 x 2700 mm
20

8

Corner fillet 22 / 45
Corner fillet for the step bottom and installation aid. Perfectly 
prepared staircase elements allow a precise installation of the 
corner fillet 22/45.

Size: 22 x 45 x 2700 mm

45

22
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accessories

Decorative mouldings:
Our skirting board corners not only look decorative, they also ensure a permanently 
beautiful appearance. Especially an outside corner would quickly lose its charm wi-
thout the protection of the cap due to the inevitable bumps with the vacuum cleaner. 
The cap‘s plug-in system eliminates the time-consuming mitre cut.

Trenovo flooring:
Whether it is our CPL or our Solution collection, trenovo offers the 100% structure 
and decor identical flooring for all Homeline decors. This is the only way to ensure 
that the connection from the stairs to the adjacent corridor appears as if it is all of a 
piece. We manufacture our floors with the patented and easy to install Uniclic-sys-
tem.

Mounting tape including spacer:

This building authority approved adhesive tape simplifies the assembly of the block 
steps. Time-consuming drilling and screwing is not necessary. The spacers ensure 
a constant, uniform step support.

Trenovo insulating underlay:
This high-quality underlay provides an excellent reduction of walking and footfall 
sound. The integrated steam brake provides additional protection.

Step transition profile:
With a height offset of up to 8 mm in the area of the staircase exit and the adjacent 
corridor area, the profile ensures a smooth transition.

Floor end profile:
This profile is used in case of a missing exit step of existing block staircases. This 
creates a decorative finish of the decor-identical flooring to the parapet. 

Suitable LED light system:
Light is an essential design element that can be wonderfully integrated into any 
staircase. Whether in the wall or the step, the trenovo lighting system creates at-
mosphere and safety.

Size: 70 x 70 x 7 mm
Power: = 0,5 W
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To realize your ideas and projects, we offer you a spectrum of technical possibilities and customised 
solutions.

Take advantage of our  50 years of expertise  
as a manufacturer of decorative interior finishing products!

One for all ....
Our solution- interface for many applications.

ABS-edges identical to all our decors.

A perfect interaction of our possibilities. Minimalist and elegant, the modern folding staircase.

New Innovation
The perfect and authentic 

side panel for open steps !
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Michael Rennkamp

company

Tradition
BHK Holz- u. Kunststoff KG H. Kottmann is one of the leading 
manufactures of decorative interior products and furniture parts. 
From the beginning as a carpentry shop and transport compa-
ny, BHK has developed into an international group of companies 
with production locations in Germany, the UK, Lithuania and 
Poland. These 50 years of experience gave us the competence 
to develop the trenovo staircase system in the year 2010. The 
trenovo system is the complete solution for new constructions 
and renovations. Its professionalism is not only shown in the 
surfaces. For you as a customer the trenovo system offers best 
material quality, short ways of communication, flexible reaction 
times and a perfected logistic.  

Environment
At BHK we feel obligated as both people and as a company to do 
everything we can to preserve our resources and protect our en-
vironment. The trenovo staircase system and all other products 
are produced with great care and responsibility towards nature. In 
selecting materials we make sure that they are natural, demonstra-
te high quality and are manufactured in an environmentally subs-
tainable manner. We use only wood materials that are sourced from 
substainable forestry. This is demonstrated by the PEFC certifica-
te. PEFC certified materials can be ordered on request. Our basic 
values are part of our system. For this reason, compliance with 
environmental guidelines, product quality and work safety in our 
facilities are audited at regular intervals. Since the year 2000 we 
have been certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and ISO 50001. 
We burn wood and paper waste in our own power plant and use the 
power generated for our heat and electrical power supply.
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